
BRAND STANDARDS



Signature

The Front Range Fire Adapted Communities logo
utilizes a custom symbol that abstractly expresses
ideas of community being encompassed by the
holistic approach used educate and inform
communities through its leaders and citizens.
The color palette invokes a sense of fire and water;
and the merging of both at the center.



Signature Formats

Our Front Range Fire Adapted Communities logo
is available in two formats.  This provides optimal
signature display within the space provided per
application. The components within these formats
are in a fixed size and spatial relation to each other
and should not be altered.

The horizontal format is preferred and should be
displayed wherever practical providing the available
display area permits sufficient size for the logo.

Horizontal Format

Preferred:
Use this format on applications
wherever practical or those with
limited vertical display area.

Vertical Format

Use this format only on
applications with limited
horizontal display area.



Signature Color Palette

1665 C

284 C

Our color palette consists of specific hues of red, blue and gray.
These are to be used for all Front Range Fire Adapted Communities
branded communications. Each of the colors has an equivalent
PANTONE®, CMYK, and RGB color formula. Each equivalent
should match the Front Range Fire Adapted Communities color
swatch as closely as possible.

*PANTONE® is a registered trademark of Pantone, Inc. The colors
throughout this document may not match PANTONE. Refer to the
current PANTONE Color Formula Guide for accurate hue and
density match.

PANTONE® CMYK RGB

C: 6
M: 87
Y: 100
K: 1

R: 226
G: 67
B: 1

C: 54
M: 22
Y: 0
K: 0

R: 109
G: 171
B: 228

445 C C: 68
M: 54
Y: 55
K: 30

R: 79
G: 88
B: 88

FRFAC
Red

FRFAC 
Blue

FRFAC 
Gray



Signature Color Selection

When the logo is darker than the background color on which it is displayed, it is 
referred to as a positive logo. When the logo is lighter than the background color 
on which it is displayed, it is referred to as a reverse logo. To accommodate both 
positive and reverse displays of the logo, there are two options available for use 
- positive and reverse. Within these two categories, there are both full-color and 
one-color options from which you may choose. It is preferred to display the full-
color version wherever practical, but often, only one color is permitted, or practical. 
In these instances, it is preferred to display the one color gray version.

This diagram
demonstrates
how the visibility
of the Front Range 
Fire Adapted
Communities
Signature
is affected by the 
background color 
value on which it is 
displayed.

In general, positive 
signatures are
displayed on
light-value
backgrounds and
reverse signatures 
are displayed on 
dark-value
backgrounds. 



Signature Misuse

Shown below are just a few potential misuses
of our logo. All attempts should be made to
adhere to the guidelines stated this document.

Do Not:
Use colors other than the 
approved color options.

Do Not:
Horizontally compress nor 
stretch the Signature. Retain 
its approved proportions.

Do Not: 
Create a one-color version 
that utilizes both the full-
value color along with its 
30% tint.

Do Not:
Add graphics to the 
Signature. Resist the
temptation to be
“creative” with it.

Do Not: 
Allow poor visibility of any of 
the signature components. 
Select the best signature 
color option for a provided
background color.

Do Not:
Allow poor quality of the 
signature such as low 
resolution scans or poor 
photocopies.

Do Not:
Add drop shadows or
other special effects.

Do Not:
Transpose the color scheme.


